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ABSTRACT 
> 
As·an introduction to a twoc,part problem 9 the 






.. _including the Sb.ewhart, the· Hotelling T2 , and the . 
elliptical control ol;larts are reviewed" Included.are 
background material -on the bivariate normal distri= 
. . 
. bution 9 the Multivariate Central Limit Theorem, ,.and 
· a demonstration of the equivalence of the Hotelling r2 ·. · 
control chart to the. elliptical· control regio~o · 
' 
· · The first probiem is finding the minimum sample . 
.. . size required for the distribution of sample means 
. . ··.· ·· .. ··: _ from. _an arbitrary bivariate distribution to _approx-
imate the bivariate normai distribution. . Using computer· 
· simul·a tion and the Chi Cl Square goodness of fit test, the 
,, results were. found to be incronclusi ve for the range of· 
sample sizes and distribution models used. ·· 
·The second probl.em isa sensitivity analysis __ ... · 
' . 
. 





elliptical co~trol. models to control a drifting process.· .. 




---- -- --~--~:,.--------~---~--- -- -The pr.obabil.1 ty -of failing· ·to:· de tee t a change in· the . 
/' 
4:· ·-.. -;,,:~~\¢,-_ ~ .... > -~<~·-·'' 
. · mean of a sampling distribution was determined as a · 
, & 
. ' function of the deviation from the mean of the original .. 
distribution for two cases: ·ca.> drift along. the . \:- ', . ' ·, -, .... ,.,. 
. µ""' . ' - . . . "· . '''-',; 
• I 
, . 
'. r .: i i, •• 
-:"· . ' 
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\ 
2. 
· · · · orthogonal r- egre ssion line (major axis ) , · and ( b) 
dri.f't pe:rpen..dicular to this, along the min.or axiso 
Both 2 .. s:igma and 3=sigma control regions were ms.lffZ8d 
and represen. -tative values of. the correlation coefficient· 
. "I 
were taken:12.C.to a.ccounto It is concluded that for the 
'J 
. ' 
. types of process drift assumed, and for decision=making 
,· 
'.)' 
based on one sample, the rectan·gular control region was . 
· · g~nerally mo~e sensitive than the elliptic·al control 
· .. regio.:n, · except when the process variables are highly • 
correlated a:t:1d wide control 11m1 ts ·are used • 
. ·.:. 
,; 
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. Motivation for. Bivariate·Pr.ooess Control e- . - ,.. 1 .-- • s ,:. - HI :-2 ~ 1 =:: ·:n: : =- -e s ·SM!. 
!~ 
. The·purpose of statistical. process control is to 
detect changes in the chatacteristics ·o·f a manufacturing 




· . samples with ~.stablished norms for the process a The 
characteristics are random variables and are sometimes 
described in terms of means· and varianceso This is· control.· 
by variables, i.eo, mea,urable characteristics of the 
product,·. rather than a.ttributes9 those characteristics 
which are either acceptable or 'UJ'la.ccepta.bleo l 
,, 
Present -1 . 
day process c·ontrol most often measures central ~endenoy 
·. by. considering the arithmeti'c mean of samples from the .. 
· .process" This paper is a· study of. the control of central 
. · tendency (mean) of bivariate distributions. 
·rhe need for bivariate, rather than univariate, 
· process controlstems from the numerous situations in 
·1ndustry and the military where the careful joint 
regulation of two characteri-stics of a: pr9ce-ss. is 
required.·· One· can appreciate the wi.~e range of appli-
... .., f\ 
cations of the bivariate control. conce,pt by considering··.--.. ~~-,.-.. '·-·--·· 
· · .. . a few examples: 
. . . 
. ·. proporti~ns of chemicals in solution (1) 
correlation between hardness and t'ensile-~ . strength· of · metals {2) · 
,..; ', ..... ~ 
• • I 
!'' 
l ) . Of course a charadter1st1.c .may be measurable and yet be treated as an attribute$) eogo' using a gage to check the posi t1o:ning of holes· in a machined part •. · 
i' 
., ~- . 
. ·-"······~-·~---··.-:- .···----· ,·---··:·~· --... ·. ·•>.· - ... ,--
-·-·.-.---··- ·-····---~-···--.• .,. •.•....•. -. ··--
· · - ·_. -· ·, 
___ _, .. ...._. ....... _,__., ... ~;;-i.;,.7~~1~r.:-..:;;;c::~,-~'~r~~~ .. ::W ·tY!~-t- .. ~,:::::::-J-"'-:~~- -·-- , · 
' . . 
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. . \ 
r-
related dimensions of machined parts (3) · 
•' 
deflection of missile ·from target (4) · 
. I 
- I explosive cha.ra~teristics of artillery. 
cartridges (3) 
. degradation of transistor leakage current (5_) 
distribution of'ocean noise (6) 
From the diversity of these examples we observe that· 
the bivariate approach may be useful wherever one ·.1s-
. interested· in the J_o~µt lik;lihood of two variableso · 
··. Before the· mode,.s used :J.n bivariate process cfo1-1trol 
. : ~- . 
·. are described, or the· sampling requirements- are discussed, 
let us briefly review two elements -of statistical· theory 
whic-h are. essential to the. development of this papero 
These are background material on the bivariate. normal 
d1st~ibution and the measurement of central tendency. 
The Bivariate Normal Distribution and the Multivariate . -
- Central Limit Theorem 
. 
Le.t x and y be two joint, normally distributed-
random variables with respective meansµ x, )J.y, and 
·. · . · 2 . 2 . 
. 
.·. variances() x 9 er y• The joint prObabili ty density fuilction 
. -,~"_(pdf) - cJf x and y · 1 s -- ---·-- - ··-· . '-·------- -.... 
. 'T".";? 
. " 
• , .•. '· ! •. 
,, . 
. ·(l) . 
i ' ' 
' ' 
. .. 
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·Note that equation (1). describes a surface in three~ · , C ·• i! :"Z ;! · 1df S ;.a 









'dimensional space a! 
t.he t:oefficient of correlation between the random. 
vari.ables x and· y; the pdf. is completely specified by I 
' . . . 
· 2 ·2 · .. · .. · · 
. ttve .parameters: }J x 9 }J Y' (r. x, (T yP and 
€t~. ,,, 
Ncite that, like the univariate normal 9 the bivariate 
normal distribution. is unimodal and. that the location '. 
of the. mode is identical with )AX' )J y0 Note also that 




normal surface· .1.s a univariate normal curve a·· A hor- · 
· · 1zontal plane intersects this surface 1.n. the. shape of an 
ellipse 8 These facts, as we· shall see later.~ are utilized 
in the development of bivariate control charts. ' . 
.At this. point one might ask9 HWhat use is the 
. " bivariate normal distribution when the process we are . · 
. at·tempting to· control is described by some distribution •·11.' -' . 
other than bivariate normal?vv Fortunately, there exists 
· an. n~dimensional generalization of the univariate Central 
. 
. 
·. Limit Theoremo This is known as the ~iultivariate. Central· 
·Limit Theorem (7 l. It is stated as follo_w~: _______ .... _ ---------- - - ~ -- ·-··· --•· .,~-----·-··-·----·· ·-----·-··'"·--···· -- .:_ _____ .. -•-· ... ---·--··• ---- , .. --,, ... 
. . ---
' . 
·_ vectors 9 each .indepen.dently and id.entically distribu·ted. 
with mean ..... 
I ·• 
. "'' 
E(x ). ::;_" ' 1.· 1 . .. v .. 
'' 
• < i 
' . 
· .... ~ 











FIGURE 1: ·-The 
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,• 
•1 ' :& egg 
--
..•. 
0 ' ' 
·;-·".";''·· ' 
• '... • • ~- '' • J 
.and-covariance matrix 
Then the 
00 is a multivariate normal with a mean 
equal to zero and with covariance matrix f. 
Tec~,-gµ.~s for Biv~~r!ate .Control 9f. Central .. r~n<:i~l}CI ··· 
The nat'1re of quality control is such that 1·t is · 
· desirable to have a pictorial record of the day=tos.,day 
· progress of. the manufacturing proce~s. ':rhe Sheto1hart 
. control chart (2) has been widely used for ·statistical 
control of industrial processes. An example of a 
· · Shelrhart control chart is shown in figure 2. The 
· "control lines" above and below the time axis indicate 
the Outer limits (often ! 3 er ) of cont~@ll®d samp):8 
meanso . If a sample mean is greater tha.1_1 )A + 3cr· or 








····-·--s-·-- - ----~---.. ·-------·----·-
-- --- -- -
_: ________ .. ,----------~~: ___ ~:~.------int .. o ... .fin<li~gL~J~.~:~:··~~-,~ignable cause ·r or- this devia. ti.on; -· 
- . ------ - --
. 
. 
- ..• _;_:.:.;.:..:::;.:··.-·-: -··-····-'·--·-----··-"· -· . 
. t 
.\o .• ;· • 
· Mor~ sophisticated schemes have been proposed. for 
· . determining whether .. J;he process is .~der control" These· 
.decisions·are·usually made by considering the probability· . . . 
~ 
·of the last n points ·falling. within. particular regions 
. . .. ··---•·'--· ..... - .. -·- ...... -- " - .. 
-
-.··.--.. ·,·' 
• J • • 
· 1. ·. 
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··-·"'·~----····----~-----· --- .. ----.----------------- ---- ___ ,, _______ _ 




. ' ' 
I 
of the control chartQ The·major drawback of ·the 
Shewhart control chart. is that it was devised for 
the univariate case, and it is not accurate for'the 
bivariate casec Because it fails to consider the joint 
,._:, 
··distribution of the variables 51 this expedient leads to 
decisions about the stability of a process which are : .. 
often in error\) and we shall discuss .· this in detail in · 
· the next chapter El 
. A second ·method fo~ monitoring .the central tendency 
ot bivariate processes_is·the use of the·Hotelling t 2 _· 
control chart (8). The Hotelling·T2 statistic ·gives 
one overall sig~i.ficance level for each pair of bivaria~e ·_ .·• 
sample values (i'1 , Y1 ), and the statistic may be con-. ' 
. 
~ 
ven1ent1y· plotted· on a contr~l.chart .. Figure .3 is an-. 
~x~ple of a ~telling T2 control chart. The line acroas 
the top of: the chart is. ·.a control lim1 t analogous to 
the k ct lim1 t of the Shewhart. control chart. In the·. 
examples, if. our sample yields a ·T2 stat-istic less than· 
• the value, we may be 95% sure that. our process is· "in .. · 
. r ._· 
l ~, . ' . . 
... 
•. .. . 
. 2· . •, 
........ ·········· Con tr~l n, ;_. ! ~ ., ,.]~~;~;!!1:; ~~~ i!.:!-'l-2-~~~.~-..... Jl.O;_;~~!~!g ... ~-=:~: :-_. - . _!::._ __ -~- .. ____ ·. ,'.c-.:::•====~ccc'.::...ccc=:=-2'-'::.:...'.:,·:..;:.;c;;~ .c._ .. ccc .. c· ... '"'""'.· : .. ..cc..::::-='.:,.,,. 
·. 2 
'· 
. . ·i . 
. , . I .: . 
.._.- .. - . : 
. I .· 
. i 
Iii -~-------
Here. the reader is reminded that the scope of this , paper is limited to control of1 -~.!ntral tendency; 
·., the variances are assumed to _be·····oonstan·t. . . · . 
. ' 
I, -: 
. . . . 
. . /• . 
,---~,-~--. ':' ;, ~.t ' . 
; . 
't,'; 
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FIGURE 3: 1.11 Hotel11ng Control Chart. 
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' . "· ·._. -_ ;·;:·! .: •. ~·- - ·::·,---·:~.-: ::;.:'":: .'. ·.;·::· -~ ·_··. ··~ 
-:.-. ::::.: 
' .. 
·""' .. '.·.'· ... ":'.'" ._ -~-
. ' 
The control line. Hotel1ing T2 statiStic is given by· 
2 T = 2 (NC)l) F« 
. (2) 
Nc,2 
where N. j.s t.lle SQple size and F« is obtained from the 
F tables With a significance level of a. and n1 =. 2, and 
n2 = Nc,2 deg~ees . of freedom Cl . . •• 
l'he ind :i vidu.al values of r2 for each sample are 
· · . 2 2 · calculated by the formula (where sx,. s1 , and sx1 are sample 
·2 
T = 
· ·, . variances '·andl sample- covariance, respectivelyJ; · (3·) 
We observe that equation (3) ie_·· .·suspiciously similar . . 
. 
. . . . 
to the Q of equation (l).· In fa·ct, it may be shown 
that 
A 
- Sz S2 
... X ··y 
L 
- ... 1 
-





• • I ,.'~ ~ 




~ ·.. ~ . . . 
..... :_ 
and ,1:f f = (' 2 ( ) then the T ·statistic· of equation· __ 3· .. -:· .. 
. -- :-.. -----·---·------··----------,----·---....---------·-----,-~· . ---7--....:.---~~-----.. ..----,------ ' ···------··-················-····------··. --~ .. -~- --···-····---·""""""' .... ---· ·-





The HoteJLling T2 co'b.trol· chart has the advantage 
_of retain:5Lng · the time scale.with a .l1neal 9 sequ_ential_ 
plotting of points 9 but it h.as the disadvantage that if· 
an out~ofc=,control cond1 tion occurs, one must examine ' ; 
. 
. i. . 
ta·. . . . . "'"·· • 
• 
. . /.• 
·1. 
. --·---·------» ~- .-··.· :-: ··-··· ·.· '·, ' - ._..---,··•··~- --~·-,--~- ____ ___,_..,.,.,.:-•"'-r::"-,n.~1~--.-.. _ .. _,_-. ,:. ,.· . 
. . . 
~· 
' . ' 
--··-····--
. . w. 
• r 
.. ) 
- -·· ., ;.'.~· ·-·~ -·~-<- .· ... ... · .. ~- " .. ~- __ ._ .. ,.. ., :_ .. -.',---:·-·-·--- ·-· - . . ' . . .. - .. 
\ 
.. l- • ( 
···-
. 
. the . original data to determine the ·nature of · the · - 'l -
Condi ti.Ono· 
: - , . A third me.thod . is the use of· elliptic contours · 
of constant proba.bil'i.ty densityo Recall that if a 
plane is passed th.rough th~ bivariate normal distribution 
surface parallel to the ·axes of the variablesg an 
ellipse is obtained~ - (See figure 1.) 'This ellipse 
= . = 
· defines a· locuil of (x19 · y1 )., values which are equaily 
. ~ 
M 11kelyo ·1t, (a) the ·cutting plane is chosen so that & 
a convenient volume·1s contained within the elliptical 
cy11·ric1er under the su·rf ace ( say 95% of i total -vol~me), 
and, {b) given a process which is stable, then the 
elliptic contour bounds a region whe~e we would expect 
·95 out of every 100 sample means to liea This is the· 
,, 
rationale for.statistical control. by elliptic control 
r~gionso 
Since the (i'1 , 11 ) values are plotted directly on 
.. the control chart 0 the elliptic control region appr_oach 
' (' - ---- ··-· 
' 
. 
ha$--the advan~~ge of indicating pictorially the current· 


















operat·ing locale· .of the process •. The disadvantage is that· _______ __c_(_~_ ' { ' - --~~-• -- - - - --••N•·, __ ~' - -- ~- ---~ -- -· •- - -- • • ••· 'o••>•<•• .. -.•-N• ,.,••·"•- -•--~---••----••••••••-·-··-••-i•·•·-•.-,-- -••-•-••••• ,••••--'•••-••-• ••·-·-•-•·• 
- --·•· ••-••••"''""""'"•••·•,.~---M~>-~~•-••~•='--,••,•-·•--~•~•:d•,,.•o••••~----... ·--------·-·- _,_,.,.,.·--•--'~----•,-•--·-·••••-••--,.•--•--•-•-
• 
•-• '. __ •,•-••••·-.-·-·. ••·-----·--- • .- •• •••·--.~ ---· • -•:-••••- ..... 
-•~•"'·-~--.. --••--•-,• •• 
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.I '',-r 'c~,.~ """"~'Cc'=c:":~·==='-~~~-c~-=°~,c'~'i'~~-~~-:,~,.''"the···· time"'iicaie ·1-s. lost unless the p9ints are numbered 9 .. 
i 
. ,, 
., I I . 
. I . 
. . I 
,, 
The real worth of the elliptic contour approach lies in. · 
the combination of accuracy_ resulting from co.nsideration · .~~· ,,-.,~ 
C . 
. . 
. Li•',' • 
. .. 
·····-·.: ,. -·1 ... 
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· the convenient. visual account of the· operation of the 
processo An example of. an elli/ptic controi region is 
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s~ 
.1 
•.. •- •. 1..:.--;-
(4) 
Again, like ·equation (3) we notice that equation (4) 
is id·entical w1·th the Q of -equation (1) if we ·realize 
• p 
· that the x, y variables of equation. (1 )· are replaced 
by the sample means X1 , Y1 in equation (4). Since we 
·. -~---arenow dealing w1. th sample means the varia.blesft.x:, }Jy, 




Q" ·~ (t p and e of equation (1) are succeeded by~ . . x. y ' . 
. 
· . . =- .- 2 2 " · · 
. respectively, i, .. Y, sX_9 Sy; and e in equation (4). 
'l'herefore, statistically the use of the Hotelling T2 
control ·chart is equivalent· to the us.e of the elliptic 
. ·. control region. 2 ·. . . . Instead of the -T · · control line we use . 
. Jackson (1) gi,ves a. d,etailed accoun.t. o·f the three 
techniques we have d_~scussed,_ comp1et.e with a .. numeri9al ··,:.,. 
exampleo , ' .. ~'· I/ ',_....__~ 
. . 
. . , ·o . 
. L. ' . 
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STA'l'EMENT OF THE PROBLEl4:: . PART··1·· .,. 
F'4:~qinga the_ )3~mple Size R~g]l1~e~ f~r ,_Biy~z.:~~~,e __ ,.Pr99e~s. ·control· .. A ~·t -- QZ17 
l'he bivariate distribu.tion describing the l1klicm · 
· · hood of the characteristics o·:r a manufacturing .process 
. 
' 
is not al.ways normal~ . Frequen tly 9 the distribution~ . 
· encountered in 1lif e~test:ing and reliability work are 
-~-.. _.;.,;.-not· normal _but are e~ponenti:al', gamnia.s, Weibull-s, log-
.normal9 etc·o As an example consider the gamma disi.m 
· tri b~tion en~ountered in the ·degrad.ation of transistor leakage, current ( 5). considered previously: 
f .( ' )' . (·c . '} )(k )hf/3=1 ·.· ~ -fx(k+l)+y-~} /0<. . . _ x,y = .. X•o x+y~· e. · . ·· . · 
. l rcJ3) oe sJz 
.· ~ - ·, is a location _.paramete~ 
/3 is a shape parameter 
.. · ·d. is a scale parameter 
:k . is· a consta1;1t · of · the ._ .. pr.ocess 
like to avoid Jq.aving . to work. wit~-- .-~llch a 
--~··-· ··--·-·--····-'-·· . 
- - - --- ---··--~ ---.--
~ --· ·-· - ·--~·--·---·-··---··• .·--· - • - -- -- .,.. - -·- -~--v 
-~-.. ___ ., ... _ .. 
-:--····--·,··:·-.:··~--·-·-'--~-----~----· '--;--c---· -----d::1s-tr_i-iiutioxi·:-.-1~.r-· ~:~at· ,·~a.1~1····'p~os s i ble··:· · In these Si tua ti ons 
1 t is :_desirable to. apply the useful bivariate normal· -
' 
distribution for control purposeso. We take advantage 
the Multi variate Control Limit Theorem lfhich tells us ----. 
" 
. 
' that the distribution of sample averages (i'1 , Y1 ) will .. ·. · 
,·--·~-•-,·~~-:··.··, I •t • . ·. ... ····~• """"·-·• 
.--···----.--
. 
' . ---- --
. 
. .. , .... 








.·.: - -- :.~·----···~ ·-···~-··--·.' -~--------· -. . 
aloselyapproximate the bivariate normal distribution" 
The question naturally arises 9 11 wnat is the smallest :-·- .. 
sample size at which th.e distribution of sample averages 
may be considered to be distribut,ed normally?" ·For the 
univariate case samp1e·s1zes of.four (2) and five (9) 
~ \ > 
--
have been proposed© For the bivariate ·case the literature ~-:\'_: . 
tells us nothing· about the sample· size o The 'first conc.ern · 
-
of. this paper9 then 0 is to find the min.imum sample size 
re.quired for bivariate process control of central tendency. 
' . 
Lacking any analytical method, we·must experimentally ' 
. 
' 
. sample from various bivariate distributions until we are 
satisfied we have determined a valid sample sizeo The 
. Monte. Carlo approach is usedo There are several variations 
. · available here o ;rhere is the "bowl of chips" technique 
of Shewhart (2) or the "top hat" approach of Tocher (10), 
' 
· . which is the same. These involve having all possible joint (x,. y) valu~s {spac,ed. at convenient· increments 
· and· in. a region within three or four standard d.evia.tions fr~_!!! -~-tl-~ ___ Jn.e.an. of ... th.e --d·1~stri-bu·ti.-on )'··""at- ·--ou·r·-·-cr1·s'p-o·s~ai a'nd __ _ --·-·---·- ··---~--- -----· ~--- . -- - - . - =--~ - - -- --- -·---~----·-··---~---______ .,., ... -,-· ~~"'.' .. ,· '--···-----------~-:·-:- ___ ·. ~.:..__:__ _______ ,_·-----··· -.-- ____ .· .. ··-------. . , 
' sampling.from 'themo The. vast number of values required· 
precludes the use of this techniqueo Instead the con-
' I : , 
· di tiona.l probability techn·ique (10) · is used. ·:rhis · 
' ; • ! 't. ·t• 
.. ······-··-·--------.... - ...... "Tt'!"~ 
-~--- -----~,. ~-···---- _-- - ·-· ._ ... -., - -
I 
. ,, ' 





.,' ,':, :'·. ~;,_,·. ___ ,'. __ .·,·_. ·.,·_·,." ---- .. ~_.:: .. :. __ ::,' 
... -· 
·' 
makes use of the wellc:JknoWll fact that 
' 
. ' 
,, ...... .,- .. --·-· .. 
·,·-·· ..... 
An ar1alytical model of·the distribution to,be·sampled is 
constructed, f(x,y)Q 'l~he cumulative marginal distribution' 
. . 
of x, F(x)P is thefirst part of the modelo The simulaf:3 
,. 
tion begins by generating· a rand~m number (RN); this. is : . 
set equal to the cumulative marginal distribution of x· 
· F(x) = RN 
' ·, . , . 
· and the value of x is computed. i,e then pass. a plane 
. 
. \ 
··. parallel to the ya1axis through this point on the Xewaxis. 
The curve obtained.from the intersection of this plane 
'· 
with· the ·surface of the pdf f(x,y) is then muitiplied 
by a constant to make the area under the.curve equal .to 
onee This function is the conditional distribution. 
, f(yf x)Q we· then generate anothe~ random number and· 
se.t 1 t·-. equal to the cumulative conditi-onal distribution 
' .... .. 




- . ... . . -- -·. 
-~--~-·--·--------:---~:-~--=:-c .. ~.~-•·,-~-~~:-~:==~·-~~-~ .. c ..and ..... ··· .sol-ve··--f or~·:·-y--.-.··· ....• ·.. ~Thus-.. ·we ··:nave ge rie ra t·ed· ~·a~·-pair--··or s·ampI·e· 
• 
,.,e repeat the -process n times to comm, 
---- --- --- --- --.,--,r'J,~,, . ,. •. , >·-
\, . .' . 
~-. . -·-··-···· . 
The samnle means are calculated 
-
' ,, rr , •• 
/ . 
' .-. ' .. 
. ~.,. ......... · .. ~,,·' . . .. 1.,, 
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---·-·-···-··------,..-,,...--- --- ==---~ 
,. . . ' _- . . 
;.: ::~~~~: ;-i.\ .. ~~-"-~:-:,•- .' ~-~~~--·.._._~_ .. ,_'__'., _; .. ~.:...~---~·· -~= 
-- -· ----=r 
• ' ., ,:_; '' •"' '• •I 
-~---··--·--·· - ....... . 
F !!I- I 
.... , ' -- ·-·-- -- ---- .. ··'-·'····-··'··,.-----,----~---
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. . . t1 ' 
·- .. -~ 
X . ::: ) .. ;., fu .· Xi 
- ·_ n i;:1 .. 
N. such sample means are produce·do _ The grand ave"rages, 
N N 
= l [· -· = X : ....,. = -- !G) - Xi 
1\T --· 
' ~ . 
. (5) 
t~f 
are calculated o Also needed -are the sample variance·s J 
N 
· 2 ·l['" - =2 s·- = . ---J.A-ffi _ _ _ _ ( x~ c=X) _ 
X Ne.al • - _ • _ · __ (6). 
- - L=t- . 





. · .. · . . . N . 2 
. S2 = ' l .[_ . (11-Y> 
Y - Neel --_ -
- __ - i=1 - --







correlation coefficient·· - ---~-
N c=, -
A L (i1 =i) (Yi -Y) 
e = ss=i=~~-=-=:-- am=-=-===-=-=~--
-- -- N · · _ N· . _ -
·.·· [ <X1 -~>2 [ (Y1 .. :y>2. . . 







. . ·r 
. ,. 
.After we have computed the statistics of equations -
(5), (6)p· (7), and (8)-we are ready to test .. the_ distri~- --- ----. ---·,-
I . - - . -
' j
J 




but1on of sample means to see if it approximates a 
I bivariate, normal· di·stributiono '110 do this we use ·the· 




3 ! goodexposi,tion of the applica:tion of.the Chi-
- Sqµare technique to the bi varia'te normal dis .. · 
tri bution is given in Bates~ re.ferenc~ (4) ~ 
------------~--- ... 
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The first step in: the.Chi=Square test is to classify 
the N (i1 , Y1J sample means into k mutually exclusive 
·and· exhaustive categor1eso We establish the.se catea> 
gorie.s by -considering the· following: It may be. shown 
, that equation (4) 
"" · ,_ __ a· , ••.• ,c .. __ ~,,.,c:;,s:, 
- -. Q. - l . 'V'Cl)? 
· --- · A A 
.. . r 2 . · ••• C·li 




may be linearly transformed to 
Q 
-·· . 






. .• (9). 
·. The details of this transformation are presented in 
Appendix IIa Since equation (9) is the _sum of squares 
·. of two standard normal variates, we know that it is 
· ·- di·stributed as Ohi~Square with two degrees of freedom. 
· · . That is 
-
. Q. . 







··. -y2. (2) 
'\. /\- ' 
·,;, 







... ;· . . . . .1 
t. 
'.1'-· ,' ·.·. . 
• 
·· .. ··.·· .... Furthermore, tlle probability that the point (i'1, 11> 
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where c~ is the · tabulated · value of the Chi ... Square 
distribution corresponding to X2 f2), e.g.,·· c~ .. 
50
. = 
. . . . , 
l.)863 and c~. 95 = 5.9915.. The probability that .. the 
point (~ 9 Y1.) ta..J.ls ·within the· ellipse of proba.bili ty 
p'' and outside tb.e ellipse @f probability p\ (P"> p') 
1s· 
Pr ·{.c2. -~Y 2 (2) ~ c2 ]: =p 11 ·- P.·'. · , p' A:. . P". ·. . .. · 
Thus each of . the k categories is seen to be a probability 
interval bounded by two elliptic contours ot the. bi ... 
variate normai pdf' e Note that the contours { p} are· 
specified by the e .P values and the k · intervals are 
defined by (k-1) c:.~ values. 
After the N sample means have been classified into ·• 
' 
the k categories the observed frequency .t'rom the Monte 
Carlo simulation ts compared with the expected frequency 
· · . ot each of the k intervals. 
We denote the _ observed number of sample means in 
th . A 
. . ,n 
. . 
.. 
.. the j interval by. o3 and·. the expected number by Ej = 
' . A • 
' .·N (pj ·"" p 3_1 ). The notati~:1Ej __ :'~~-~=~.-~?a.t1Ej·· is used. __ ~_ --~-:::--~-::··.· .. 
···-;-"-·--.:_~----.. - ---c:=---=--=be-CiiUS~ fii~:-J)r8.0ti08- ~sually the. popUla tion p8.rameters. 
- ) ' )) ) 
j, · ... ··' '. 
. • 
.~ I 
- ----,....,,.__,.,._,,.~·,,------..._ ______ -~ 
·" ..... ·_' 
. ·~ 
· are unknown and are estimated by sample statistics. 
This is true· of the Monte Carlo·· simulation. Therefore-. · , 
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X.2 = £ C or"Ej )2 ;Ej 
j::l 
(10) 
wher~?(2 is distributed with (k ""m .... l) degrees of 
..,...---·- . 
. fJ:>eedom, · m · being the number- of population parameters 
estimated. For oUr case, the parameters µt, f4 .1r (T :z• . . . . ' 
~ 1 11 and e are estimated bY the ,sample statistics 
- CiS!a) 
- = . , . . . A . 
. X, -·y,· s·x, . Sy 9 and Po There! ore, equation . (10) is· 
distributed .as X 2 (k"'6). 
. All that remains to 9omplete our experimental 
design is to select an hypothesis o · ·rhe null hypothesis 
. . 
is that the N sample ;means- are from a parent bivariate 
· normal distri butiono \ve shall compare the experimental. 
value o,f Chi=Square with?(.2(l=lK) 9 k=6Q If the e:tper-
.. 1mental value is gl"eater than or equal to'X.2c1-«), 
/ 
. kca6 9 we re·ject the null hypothesis at the «-level of 
· s1gn:lf1canoe; . othe·rwise we· accept .. 1 t .. 
. " 
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. . S·TATEMENT OF THE .PROBLEM:• PART II . 
" 
~en~it~yi ~l. A.l}al:vsi~. Q
0f,_ ~~~ ~aqgular _ Oc;,ntrol __ Lim~=ts. --~iq.4. 
· Ell.ii?ti~al* __ Cont9urs 






, · monitoring each variable in a process separately, is.·. 
often mislead.1ngo Each variable may assume a ~alue 
... 
within its control limit yet the process could be out 
,, 
of ·control".. This is illustrated in figtlre 5a0 Consider 
the region ls, the corners of the rec,tangular control 
·. regiono The probabi·lity that either variable, when 
' 
. ' 
· · in control, will plot ~t the :;~sigma control· limit is · 
~ -.. 03, but · the probability that both ,rariables, when in . · 
control_, will plot at ·their 3qzsigma: limits ( the ext:r'eme · 
corners of _the rec'tangular control region) is (e03) (003) = 
.0009e S1m1larly 9 the proba1o1l1ty that both.variables 
will be· in control· at the · same time is ( 0997) ( o 997·) = 
•' 
I/ The true ;)gi~~g 3msigma 11~1 t is the . circle of 
· figure 5ao ·. This true area of control consists· of 
·• . regions II and III. Note that if. rectangular oontrol _ : 
I ':J ,;; 
__ , __ --.• 
limits. are used,.· 
' ' . 
-'"'-------·---·" ----·-.------__ __, 
-- --·----- --·---~·- --- -·-----· .. --.. ·--
-
···--- -- --- -·- -- -- ----·--·-··---·-···-- ·-------·-------·-·-,.-
----
... •'• - . 
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-•'" • • • •• n •-
-
• - . -· • ' . ' --- • .. . -· Q • 
<{ -. " .• 
. . 
. ; -.. .· .. (a) · region I is· i·ndicated to be in .control. 
but is actua11y·out-of 0 control, and 
• • I . • 
'"····-:··('b) region. III is indic~ted to be out~-of 
control but is actua~ly in control. 
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· .. l'IGURE 5a:· ··Rectangular Control ReglOi'Fvs·~:Eli:iptic. --.··-~-·.~ 
--~---- · Oontl'ol Region -= Variables Having Equal 
Variances and Uncorrelated. 
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Rectangular Control Region vs. Elliptic 
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FIGURE 5c: Rectangg.;L~~----Cont~o1 __ Reg1on vs. Elliptic ;~-:.-.. ,: .. _:..._:_.....; ... --:·· .,..:--.. ·--.--,-·---------·------------- ---·-----~-;. ________ Con·t-r-ol Region .... Variables Correlated. 
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In c)ase (a·)!) decision rules for process control will · 
be.vulnerable to Type II ·error,, and in case (b)S) T.ype I 
.. error may ~esul to 
Figure 5b 1.llustrates the more general case when 





. .,., Figure 5c illustrates, ·:,-the most general case where the - , 
· variables are correlatedo . Here· tre note that the ellipse· 
· · is tipped so that the major axis is coincident with the 
. 'orthogonal regression line4 between the variables. 
In figure 5c we can observe that the regions I and· · 
. ' III become more pronounced indicating the errors due · . ,. . 
to the choice. ot individual control limits are g~eater. 
The larger the correlation coefficient·~ the ·.narrower the. 
ellipse becomes 9 and the larger the error of assuming 
the process to be in control when actually 1 t is not. 
} We now c.onsider a second aspect of the bivariate 
process contro1 problem~ How ~ensitivi are the two 
forms of control regions to changes in the mean operating 
. . . . ·---point of the process? ·A procedure which analyzes the 
. s.ensi tivity of these models follows •. 
- - - - - -- --- - - -- -
-· ---··-···----·-····--····---··--··--··-
-- - - - --- - . 
- . . . 
• 
. I 
.. ·····-···-·-,-- .. -' -- . ' .. ----· -·--·· -----.- .. ·.· ·-·-----· -.-· --· .-
--------------·--· .. ··-·········-······-. . 
. ·---····· ---
-
-- - ------ -
- ··-·-····-·------
· --· - .. ' .• .... ----···-·---·-··-······-
- ---····--
·· 
4 This is the regression line w:hich minimizes the 
sum of squares of deviations perpendicular to the line i ~self. 
•\ 
1 
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-~~~erimen_tal -Proc~_dµft · 
' -', . 
, . _,:,,. n 
We begin 1\by maki~g the following assumptions: -
(l) the prqcess is. stable at the time at which. 
the rectangular and ellipt·1cal control 
_ regions are constructed, 
. 
. . ' 
(2) samples of the process are large enough 
-SO· that ·the distribution of. sample means 
closely- approximates t·he· bivariate normal 
d1stributi~n, -
(3) the variances of the two process vari$bles 
· _ :rem~i?l -~onstant,, -and _ 
- \ 
(4) the proces·s dr1fts_1n-e1ther of two directions: 
. ·.--.-··--·:·· 
\ ' (a). along the orthogonal- regression line becs --
tween the variables ( the major axis ) , or ( b) , 
perpendicular to the orthogonal regression 
line along the minor axis. 
... -. :···- . 
-~ . .:.~--. --~.- -;· ···-" ' '••, . . "• --- .. : .... ,;.,.: -,~ ... :. -- ::-: -
. . ... ·• - ·-·--··-------- --·- ____ ·_- ________ ---~----: ___ ... , --·- _____ ,:_ · ... , .. _-.•.. _____ :·.-.. ,._. ___ -_-_-___ ... _._.-_____ _ . . ····-···----·--·--···-·-·····-··---- -~-- ,.-· - -
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- ·Assumptions (1) al,ld __ ·(2) are reasonable and requi·re no 
0 
. further explanation. ---Ass.ump:tion-----(3.--)-----is----mad-e----~e-c·au·s-e--·-wEf _____________ --
are s·tudying the; control of central -tendency O not ll -· 
':. ··-· .... ,,.··:·,·· ·-·-
. ' 
. 
· dispersi.on 9 · and wish to e-liminate varia~1ons in the 
. -
_latter as a factor. in ~he- analysiso Assumption (4) 1·s 
; I, ~ • ! ' 
.. 
, , not ih tended to imply . that all O:f any re@.l bivariate 
' 
r-. ..--·-· proce~s drifts only in one of these dire_;ptions. Rather, 
:--.. ' 
. -I 
. ·,,,.,--.-.,,., .•. ,,1•· 
., 
------- -------------
., .. . -~··--·· -. ···-·--··-·------~, ··--· ·. ______ ,,,,,~--~,-..... , .. --. ,---(, -
i 
. ·. I 
. . : . . . ,. ~ . 
ij; . 
.~-. 
' these paths were chosen because they represent the two . 
extreme pos~ibilities of drift relative to .the elliptical 
contours of the bivariate normal distribution., 
Two· rectangular control regions are use·d: one 
bounded. by ·the 2sas.igma lines and one bounded by 3= 
' ' 
. ' 
_ _,._;, .... --· ~· .. , .. ' ...... _ ·:. sigma liness These limi tif where cl:losen bec.ause they are 
' comm.only used in practiceo Corresponding to each recs:.) 
---.--'.> 
,. tangular reg~on is,-an ell:iptit, contou.ra The dimensions 
of the axis of the elliptic contours ~re_ chose'ia. so._ the 
. 
. probability repre~ented by the ellipse is the same as 
that of. the rectangular reg1on; these probabilitie~s are 
.91 and 099, respectively. 
The process mean is allowed to,drift. so that the 
deviation along the path of drift ranges from Oto 3· 
· · standard deviations® The pr_obabili"'ty of Type II error 
··is· calculated for eac~odel when ·the actual. process 
mean isat the 0.5, le0 9 1.5, 2.9,- 2.5, and·3oO~s1gma· 
, .. po1nts·along the drift line, measured from the original· 
.process mean • 
I . 
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' · control", then . Type II er~or· is accepting Ho. when 1 t is 




.. -drift oons~dered 9 that 11hich 1s·· along the orthogonal· :· · 
--- ... --- ., regres:~ie>n line o Consider first the· case .,of c.ontrol ·by 
means of the ellipse. · At a given deviat,ion of the process 
(, . 
····-·----·--·,·-.. ,. -. -- . _'"·, ' ' . ·- . . . . 
·---·_-:··-·.···--.. ········---.-·--- .. --·-· -·:·.-.' 








mean from the center of thi s ellipse, the prob~b111ty of 
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sue was run usi,ng the IBM 1130 machine" 'fw'o distr1~ 




· distributions are described in detail in Appendix Illes 
The first was an approximation·· to the bivariate U'3disaa 
tribution and was selected becaus,e it rep:resents -the 
.. worstc»case of minim~l central tendency() In addition, 
a simulation using the threec,dimensional rectangular 
distribution was performedo This distribution is the 
middle.ground between distributions having little central 
tendency and those having large-central tendency, such 
' 
as a pyramidal· distributiono The rectangular distribution· 
was run, therefore, to serve as a-, benchmark to compare 
with the :results of the Ue:,distribution. , ' 
. 
' 
E·leven, sampl,e sizes were run: n = -2,- 3, 4, · 5,. 7 ,· 
i7 . 
10, 15, 20, 25s, 30, and .40a The Chi.,Square test was -' ' 
arranged. so that the sample means, fell into k = 17 -
··--·----
,. -·:-----·---;·-~----P~~9..:-b~-b_i:l·i t-y_ ----ce-l-ls:-9~--:~-~1-6·-··l1f.~~:..whi-c·n==~~:reprifs"eii:~aa·-' intervals 
· of 5% probability 9 and the ,17th represented the -outer-
most interval of 20% probability a> .. -This large_ cell is _, 
' ' 
the result of consolidating four smaller cells~ which 
-.I 
is often necessary when working with-the o~tlying regions 
1 • 
• 
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....... 
. 5" - -· ·--:::·= - ... , 
·-
·. of distributionso The number of· sample means (Ji) 
used for the Ch1~Square teat was 200~ · 
· ·· ·· This figure· provides for an experctation of 10 in 
eac·h 5% p:robabili ty cell and 40 iii- the 20% probability 
cello· Five is the most commonly. recommended minimum 
· expe~ted number·· per prob.ability cell, but the 11 terature. · 
· · has recommended as many as 10 p·er cell~ In addition, 
it was found convenient to hav~ an integer expectation 
,,. in each cell bec.ause it· elimina.tes the need for a 
·. correctio~ for a };l.On~integer expectationo 
Since 17 .. probability cells are used,. the number of · 
degre.e~ . of freed.om to be used is · 
df = k - m - 1 = 17 - 5 - 1 = 11 
The level of significance (CX") chosen was .05 ... This 
I • 
' 
. m~ans that if C the distribution of sample .means is bi var- · 
·,---1ate normals, 95 times out of 100 the experimental value 
,.,. t 
.· ·.· of 1(2 will J>e less than the tabled value with 1- (X = .95, 
df': lle 
-The simulation·was·run-twice for the U-d1str1but1on. 
• 
----~------ - ......... - ... --. 
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. ....... ·. :· 
. -- - --- -- ---
--·-·-·······-···-----------··-···-···-- - -
---------- · ~---The -results were not the type expected from a. Chi~Square · 
test&· W~ would expect. that the experimental values--of "! ...... ,,,r ·,·,": . . 
Ohic:,Sq~~re ·. would dis·p·la.y ·a defin .. i te decrea~i~g,, trend· as 
the sample size increased. An inspection.of Table I 
.. j 
. " 
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. '1. 
' . 
--· s-n MF -== !!I = ·-=-·-. ' ... ' .. ,,· -·--···- --. _ __..;_ _ , ~ 
J) 
,_,- shows that this is not the case o The results of two 
· simulations for the rectangular distr1butio/n (see· Table 
II) were equally disappointing, and a third and fourth 
simulation were run for this distributione· ·rhe results · - ( 
of these additional runs did not help to establish the 
• 
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TABLE I: 
. '\ Results of the Simulation.for the Ucadistribution, Chie3Square vs Q . Sample Size· 
. t · .. 
. ~~- ·' . 




. Number of Sample Means = 200 · 
, 
. . . 2 . · ... 
· Criterion: Y ·. . · = 19.675 .'··· 
. ~~9S,ll . . . 
· Sam;el~ Size , 1st Run 
2 
.. 3 
· .. ·4 




.. J .. 
··.· 20 
·25. 
,. 30· .· 
··.·40 
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. . . 
. I. 
. . . I . 
. • . I 
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· 14. 7 
•. ·. 14.3 
12.3 
1.9.4 
. · 20.4 
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' 
' •,._.,c~~·,----_ _.__:_.~------,._· ---•••••- •-·- •---- S , 
''·(• 
' '1..' ' 
. . ,., ... )· . 
. TABLE II: Rasul ts. of the Si.mulation for the Rectangular· 
· D1str1 bution9 ChiC)Square vsQ Sampl~ Size · 
Number of Sample Means = 200 · 
· · Criterion: Jl.~95 , 11 = 19.675 
AVG AVG Sample 1st 2nd 3rd 4th ·Runs of all Size Run Run Run Run l and 2 4 runs • ., S? 0 " e .. . dli e 
" 
2 9.7 20.7 llo9 9.9 15o2 13ol 
3 15 .• 7 7.9 13.9 20.7 11.8 14.6 
'! 4 ' ' 
.10.9 8.2 5.5 10.5 13.7· 10.2 
5 6.9 19.3 8.9 15.3 13.1 i2.6 .. ., .... ~ . 
7., 
··11·.9 14.9·· 17.6 18.4. 13.4 15.7 
10 16.4 19.7 a.a 7.9 18.1 13.2 
15 10.7 16.9 14.7 11.5 · .13.8 13.9 
20 ' . · 1·2.3 9.l 10.2 11.3 1·0.7 10.7 
25 1s.1· 15.3 14.5 19.2 15.2 16.0 
30 8.§ .12. 7 16.7 14.1 1.0.7 i3.0. 
' 40 ·~~ 22.1. 17.2 6.3 7.7 19.7 . ·13.3' ' . 
. , . ·,·.' 
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Sens1tiy!~Y 90!l£~~1so~: _ R~c~~11£1J.lar ys*e El.~iJetic~l · S,011-~~o~ _Reg~ons 
' ' A sensitivity analysis was,performed on the 
normalized bivariate normal distribution,. with the 
. para.meter~ set at 0 11 · 0.5, and 0.9. Two=sigma and 
., threec,sigma control regionsp both elliptical and rec-
tangular1)·were.constructed at the origin of the disca 
t:r1but1ono . Originally the a~thor had planned to -study 
·the effect of various ·values of the ratio,·(f':x/ G'y by 
. ' ' 2 ' 
.·· . incrementing the. variance O'x so that <t:x/ <ry would 
.· take on ·the values l;~ 2, 3; it was immediat~ly discovered· 
that the ratio Cf xi cry had no etfect in th~ computations. 
The· explanation is that· the· control· regions are specified 
---
' in terms of uni ts of, standard deviation,· not absolute ' . . , 
numbers. 
' .. The deviations of the mean from ,the origin are in 
increments. of·:··o:~·s··c:r , :f~-~·m ..... 0~·5:·(t ...... t.0 .. 3 \T. _ .... The probability 
tables· of Buil ta ·c11) were extremely useful in making.· 
the many hand computations required for this analysis. 
Brieflys, his approach-defines the probabil.ity-integral 
g~ometrically· by ~apping it onto ·the bi.variate· normal 
distribution with parameters l'x' )Jy' er xP O' Y' and f> 
The sketch is then transformed into an equivalent 
I ,< 
' 
I figt1re mapped onto the normalized bivariate normal . . . . 
,.. ,._ 
. I 
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.• /~ 
,-. . ) 
· ·diiltributionS'· w1th .. parameter lJ =_ o. He then piece~ \ ,, 
.together standard geometrical figures, with conveniently 
tabled probability values 9 to fit the transformed sketcho 
·. Cttttves were plotted showing the relationship be£a:l 
tween Type II error -and deviation from 'the mean for the 
two c:}a.ses discussed previously: drift along the orthog"" 
.onal regression line (major axis) and.drift perpendicular 
to the orthogonal regression line ~ong them~or axis. 
. 
,, 
· ·. • The curves are presented ~s figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 
· ·.12. 
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--The results ·of the o·omputer, simulation to determine 
' / the minimum sample size _required. to approximate.the bie!a 
Variate norDlaldistr:\_bu.tion were inconClus!veo As the 
---
- sample size ·was increased the computed value of Chic, 
Square did not decrease as we are led to expect from the. 
-Multi variate . Central Limit Theoremo Of-ten the. larger 
values of ChiGQSquare occurred with largest sample sizes;. · 
we w~uld .expect the l.arger values to occur with the 
_/ 
sm,allest sample .sizes o - There.fore for the 'range of sample 
-
. 
·sizes and distribution models used no conclusions can be 
made about the minimum sample sizes 
Reviewing the sensitivity analysis comparing 
rectangular. control regions with ··elliptical contours, 
· .we conclude first of all that-· the ratio trx/ Cf'y plays no · 
· ·-·,· · ·part in the analysis o 
-- . Secondly$) we make th~ .following general observations 
. · concerning the _ sensi ti vi ty curves: 
(a) Por small changes in the mean of the process, 




_···.·_. ·. (b) 
· · ·about the same~ and ,:t1oth are wholly in- -
I 
-adequate for the ~-a.sko 
When the proce~,s variables are uncorrelated,. / I 
. I 
. 











:, ' ·. 7::·-:.··, ---·.-··. . - :-:·:~-- :· . .... • _··::·. :··: . 
- IT 
• '"'"""" '4 - •• 
P. ' better than the e11·1pse especially for· 
- . large cha~ges in the mean, and the sen~ · 
.. 
. 
sitivity curves f9r the cas~ of drift along 
the major axis are identical with those for 
drift along the minor az1so 
Third, the rectangqlar control region·generally per.forms 
·-
. better than the elliptical contour except in the. following· 
.... 
' .. : .... 
two significant cases i1here· the variables are highly 
' 







· (a) when the process drifts along the orthogonal 
regression line, the e.111p~ical contour is· 
· less prone to Type· II· error than the recc.3 
. . tangular control.region for both_2-sigma 
and 3-sigma lim1 ts o 
- . · ·· - (b) • .When the process drifts along the :minor --· 
axis and 3~sigma limits are used£) the 
-. · elliptical contour performs substant:Lally . 
better than the rectangular control region:· 
for devia ti,~ns great~r than · 2 o 5~sigmao 
We therefore conclude that the elliptical contour is 
most useful when. the variables are highly -correlated 
. ,,'and large_ control limits (say 3c.a·s1gma) are used e· . 
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" .. Fourth. 9 .what· has been proved. regarding the relative 





· Type II error is applicable !hen m~ki~S .. '- 4~}?..~~~on ·. 




. dif.f<erent .when· one considers decisionmamaking. o:tt the 
\ 
bafJls of more than one sample or based on any other 
,· 
sampling scheme •. · 
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required to appr~ximat~ the bivariate normal· 
· _·._ .:"distr1 bution·o 
(, 
2~· A natural· companion to this paper would be a 
study of the control variance of bi variate · · 
-distributionso 
. /, 
. 3. There is a nee·d for the development of decision. 
. 
. 
-rules, expr~~sly for the. bivari·ate case 0 fcJ°r 
- . 
· · determining when the process is out of· control.· 
.4. ·· A generaliza~1Qn, of this paper to a study of models 
for multivariate process control of mean and· 
· · variance. 
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APPENDIX I 
Application of the ]{lul ti variate Central Limit 
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. where e is the c·oe:t'ticle:nt of cori"EllatlOil.'given by 
,, 
-. If we use the Multivariate Oen tral Limit Theor·em 
· · and take samples, of size n then 
. . ,-.·---;: 
n 
lim. 
where l P!>J [ (x1-'\}) l'\..N(O,f) 
. 
1:.1 
N(O,t) · .. ·-._ .. _-n, ooJn 
is the bivariate normal distI'1but1on. · The limit above 
may be restated· as · · 
, 
. xl cc, Px 
· 11m ·. l +. 
' •. a, . 4:1:0 
. n '-+ oo Jn : Y1~·/Jy 
or 
. '". 
),,, [ x-nµ · 
. · .· i X 
-,~t ' 
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APPENDIX I 
-. . 
_a · Beginning with the statem~nt of the theorem we 
. -- -· 
·note that the x1 vectors are reduced to m=2 components --
--
-_- .for·_ the bivariate oaseo · Furthermore,_ the e:x:pf)cted value· 
- of ·the x1 is now· 
( ) ~, - - }Jx E - xi =._ V - -
/Jy _;,._ 
and the covariance matrix ! is -· 
. ' . ,•. 
\ 
. ·- ,'"':···::. ·--:· . , -·- ' 
. . . . (.:{· .... ·. 
• 
,. ·. , . 
·-
-;/I 
. . ;. ( . 
= E 
(x4,-_ JJ __ -) (y. - lf ) 
.1; X 1 f-"y _ 
;. -1\'; 
p· ' . 
' . 
' ' . 
•.. ~~~': .. ~ .... ~···, 
. ~-
• I' a ,\- ·. 
'. ,·, ··. 
<I • 




' .. ' ... , ..• --.~ .... -· 
- I., -· ... ,. -~,-~.._..~......,.._- .· 
' --'-'::~ .. 
'-'·- ~· ·::· : .... ::.;' ·:.:·~ --:·:~···.-·.·.-·:. ~ :· ·. -· ... :.·::~ ..... " ... '. . ... ····-- .. ··· 
.· ·or, finally·, . ·· 
,, - l.im __ Fn i_.,, Px - I"\..- N(Ct. ~) 
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bution with a mean equal to zero and covariance ! .. : ' 
. 
We may·. express this result as 
1······ 
. •I •· 
· f (i,y) = · l .. .exp ·1 
-• 2 lfGi: O"y J1-(IZ 
- 2e .!~~ -~~, frf_ -.<~~ µ,> _-.rn. + 
O'x Cfy -
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APPEN:D IX I I 
The·· ·301:nt random variables x and y of a general ' ' 
. bi:variate dis tr1 bution (see ,figure l) may. be trans CD 
-formed to two independent random variables u and·. v 
by means of a translation followed by a rotation (see · 
" 
' 
figure 1,) o The equations which accomplish this are: 
V = -(z = JJ-z.) stn8 + (y - µ 1 ) COS8 
(J = i tan ~l ~ ... f. er~ ·-~..l 
.· 2 2 . 
tTx. ~ cry ' 
. ,• 
. ilso we note that since 
O'u O"v = Cfx {J ; 1-e2 
· · cr! + er! =er; + rs; -
· ·.···. We obtain 
.· .. · i - 2 . 2 .. ·,. · . . . •. ..• . · .· 2 - -2 .· i .. (J"U : (TX COS IJ + 2 {TX (fy e Si:0.6 COS (:J + (11 Sin 8 
·. l 2 2 
· Z · · 2 CTv = [x·· -_ sin 8. ~2 CJ'..· (l .. e s1n8 cos6 + (J ·.cos 8 X y ·. y . ·. 
The origin -of the (u, v)· .aacoordinate system is. at. 
()JX" µ1 ) and its angle Of rotation With .respect to 
· the original xc,axis is 8 . · :, . 
. :""i 
,,, 
,· ' •;,' ' , 
~-- ~-- - u ..... -
·,::--··--· .-.- ···7.··· :·.-.-: _-·,_·- ';~·: ·:··. ·. 
' ', 
! I. 




,.....:_ __ ,,____ - -' ..... -···· ,} ... _ ... ~: ... _ . ·_·-- .'.~i...:.···-.·--"...:-·.· .. _.:... ... ~~-~-';' .... · •. __ :_-·.--···-- :. .. -.·-~-~~--... _--•-,-'-.'. . ...:..: .. '..._:_,.-··-····;.:, __ ; __ ... ......:.::.~_'.;;_'.~. :: ... ·.~----· .. ,,, :~~ .. ::.· -:-·.:-~·-··--- ... 
.. . . . '. . '.'.. ·.· .... ~---··---. _ ... ··;.~"" ';- .. :-· .'.: .· ·. -;- .. ·-.:· ---·~'_,- -·-.· ;· 
I . 
Thus the joint pdf · of u and v in terms of t~e (u, v) 
)\ 
f ( tl', ·v) · = l 
I • • q, - s; z.+..'l":"' •• :e, 
... i[·· (.·-.U .... ).2·.· ... ~·.)·.2]· ·.·· · .. ··. . eag, . Qi + .· . ·..  
e ' ·. u . er" ... 
2 Jt O"u a\, 
>1, ... , 
1"'"-"". 
' 
= f(u) 0 f(v) 
· which indica. tes that the tranaf ormed random variables 
are independent. 
' 
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APPENDlX III 
The approximate U-distribution is shown in figure 
· 14. ·The. equations describing the model which wer:~ part 
-:-., 
Of the computer· simulation program follow:. 
· . marginal distribution of x: 
f (x) ::: · 
l·( ·X < 3 ·. 
· 4 --4 
i< X ~l 
cumulative marginal distribution· of x: · · 
.. F(x) = --
2_ X 
2 
.l(x-l) + 1 
2 4 cf 
< .. <l 0 :X -.lj: 
' l 3 
···4< X~4· 
2.2_'.-=; '. + ·~ . . 3 ·. . 
-\""' "fol O . '1ft( X ~l 
-;:_· .: . 
· .. cond1 tional pd.f of y: \ . 
for O < x ~ t and i < · x i l, 
. ,' ··-· .· .-· . '' .. 
t, .~ ·, 
. f (yl x) :: a_ 
. 2 
.. . .. : ..•.... · .. ·-·· ·---- .. ·--··-··--·· .... -·---.. ---···~----- ... ··- ·····--'···-···· - r 
l 
-... ··2 
------.. ·--.-,--~ -.- ........ . 
.,. \ 
. ,· . : r 
_._O < · 1 < l 
. . -4 
. . i . . 
. . <j . ·, 
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- 1 ( i) . 3 . 
-
- v~-:"'._ . ... + ... fr·. 2 ' . ,tit .. •' . "Z O ·. 
· for !< · . x .. · f i . 
F(ylx) = y O< 
-· 
. ,- .. . :,. -.. ' . - . -~ .. 
0 . ' 
-- ......... -....... ·- .. · ........ _:~ ............ ,--·-····· 
. . '- -·- .:. -··· __ ,,,. .. 
·y <1··.· 
·-. 
. -··: . 
o< y <l 
-4 
l< 4 y ~i 
i< y <1 
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. 
. The __ " ~~~e D~*":gie:µ_sipp.al R~_c tanl\ular pis ~:t~~u:t~on · 
. . The equations for this model are trivia.lo The 
. 
' 
· vartables x and y ·are simply set equal to the random · . . 
. num;Qers generated O i . e . , x . = RN{ and y = RN 3 • · :Figure 1, 
,----
-illu_strates the- three(Ddimensional rectangular d.istri~ 
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FIGURE 1S: · Three-Dimensional Rectangular Distribution. (j 
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-- ' Newark College of Engineering 
Bachelor of Science in· 
Electrical Engineering · _ , 
Lehigh Uni varsity 
Candidate for Master of- Science 
· 1.959 ea 1963 
.. Degree in Industrial Engineering·.· . 1967 - 1969 
HONORS 
--· Eta Kappa Nu _ . -
_ Tau ,Beta Pi :. - · 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE -
Bell Telephone Laboratories 9 Inc-.. ~ 




. Member of Technical Staf'f ... Electronic Switching System 
-_ Program De sign 
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. JUiiel ·1963 - April., 1964 
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·rleatern Electric Co"', Inc(il 
_ lfhippany, New· Jersey 
,, ' 
Development Engineer ca N!KEC)X Logic Design 
.lpril 1964 -~ July 1967 
Western Electric Coo, Ince 
Princeton, New Jersey, 
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Research.Engineer= Candidate in Lehigh Master's Program 
:;,. __ 
. July, 1967 12) June 1969 
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